We pay out about

65,000

HELPING YOU ON THE ROAD TO SUCCESS

WHY AIG

More than

Balance sheet

$130 million

talented employees worldwide
ready to serve you

WHO WE ARE

95 years

20 years

we have introduced first-of-its-kind
coverages and enhancements to help
organizations stay ahead of emerging
board level risks

each work day in claims, from
very small to very large

A global network that spans

200

insuring some of the world’s most complex risks

quality
and strength

Over the past

countries
and jurisdictions

Includes AIG affiliate insurers and third-party
Network Partner insurers

as demonstrated by over

$89 billion in shareholders’

Our globally connected team of over

600+

equity and AIG parent liquidity of

$13.7 billion

risk engineers focus on
your risk, locally

Striving to be our clients’

most valued insurer

WHERE WE ARE HEADING
World’s Largest Commercial Insurer

Insurer to 99% of Fortune 500
(U.S. companies)

100+
USING DRONES
to help manage risk and help assess
claims faster, safer, and more accurately.

HOW WE
HELP YOU
SUCCEED

WE INCREASED OUR
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
per-risk capacity to $2.5 billion
on a worldwide basis following
substantial investments in
technology and engineering.

Client Navigators servicing
over 400 corporate accounts
in the U.S. and Canada.

Insurer to 89% of Fortune Global 500

Helping clients better prepare for tomorrow
While you’re busy dealing with challenges today,
we’re focused on your tomorrow — and thinking
about how we’ll get you from here to there, safely.

*As of April 1, 2016

NON-TRADITIONAL SOLUTIONS TO ADDRESS UNIQUE RISKS:
Helping clients mitigate their challenging risks by providing
customized, innovative programs that address complex or unusual
risks that are difficult to insure, or risks that clients wish to retain.

MAKING GLOBAL MEAN LOCAL ANYWHERE:
WE HEAR YOU:
Listening to client issues (strategic,
financial,and regulatory) to
anticipate needs/concerns and
effectively collaborating across AIG
to provide creative solutions.

CLIENT AND BROKER COUNCILS:
Holding formal meetings with clients and brokers to
solicit feedback and share information about industry
trends, business priorities, and strategic direction,
fueling collaboration that strengthens v ability to
provide risk solutions of value to clients.

A world-leading multinational insurer, we have local
market expertise and on-the-ground resources that span
an expansive network. Our investment in people,
processes and technology means customers today benefit
from our multinational expertise and service — delivered
seamlessly around the globe like never before.
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